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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JIM CANNON

FROM:

KATHLEEN RYAN

SUBJECT:

Prison Reform

INTRODUCTION
During your meeting with Attorney General Levi on the
SOTU, Ronald Gainer, of the Justice Department, mentioned
a study on prison reform. A summary of "What works?
questions and answers about prison reform" by Robert
Martinson has been published in The Public Interest.
(Attached)
SUMMARY
The authors were initially supported in their undertaking
by the New York State Governor's Special Committee on
Criminal Offenders in 1966. But by 1970 when the project
was formally completed, "the state had changed its mind
about the worth and proper use of the information we had
gathered ..• the state planning agency ended by viewing
the study as a document whose disturbing conclusions
posed a serious threat, in the meantime, to the programs
which they had determined to carry out."
The data used were the best available, involved over two
hundred studies and hundreds of thousands of individuals.
It gave the authors "very little reason to hope that we
have in fact found a sure way of reducing recidivism
through rehabilitation." There were instances of success,
but no clear pattern.
It may be that our programs are not good enough yet. Or,
our theory of crime as a "disease" is flawed, and crime is
really normal in a society, say the authors. Also, we still
don't know much about the "deterrent effect."
The study deals with: education and vocational training:
individual and group counseling: transforming the institutional environment; medical treatment; effects of sentencing:
and decarcerating the convict.
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What lvorks?
-questions and anslvers
about
prison reform
ROBERT MARTINSON

IN

mE past seve'"! years, American prisons have gone through one of their recun·ent periods of
strikes, riots, and other disturbances. Simultaneously, and in consequence, the articulate public has entered another one of its sporadic
fits of attentiveness to the condition of aor prisons and to the perennial questions ~ey pose about the nab.ae of crime and the uses of
punishment. The result has been a widrspread call for "prison refonn," i.e., for "reformed" prisons which .-ill produce "reformed" convicts. Such calls are a familiar feature of Amcrkan prison history.
American prisons, perhaps more than tLosc of any other country,
have stood or fallen in public esteem according to their ability to
fulfill their promise of rehabilitation.
One of the problems in the constant debate over ..prison reform"
is that we have been able to draw very Ji:ttlc on any systematic empirical knowledge about the success OJ f:tilure that we have met
when we /wt;e tried to rehabilitate offcnckrs, with various treatments
and in various institutional and non-institutional settings. The fidd
of penology has produced a voluminous rcsc:trch literature on this
subject, but until rec<'ntly th<'rc has lx-m no comprehensive review
of this literaturo and no attempt to bring its findings to bear, in a
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useful way, on the general question of "What works?". My purpose
in this essay is to sketch an answer to that question.
The travails of a study
In 1966, the New York State Governor's Special Committee on
Criminal Offenders recognized their need for such an answer. The
Committee was organized on the premise that prisons could rehabilitate, that the prisons of ~ew York were not in fact making a serious
effort at rehabilitation, and that l'\ew York's prisons should be converted from their existing custodinl basis to a new rehabilitative one.
The problem for the Committee was that there was no available
guidance on the question of what had been shown to be the most
effective means of rehabilitation. My colleagues and I ·were hired
by the committee to remedy this defect in our knowledge; our job
was to undertake a comprehensive survey of what was known about
rehabilitation.
In 1968, in order to qualify for federal funds under the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, the state established a planning
organization, which acquired from the Governor's Committee the
responsibility for our report. But by 1970, when the project was
formally completed, the state had changed its mind about the worth
and proper use of the information we had gathered. The Governor's
·Committee had begun by thinking that such information was a
necessary basis for any reforms that might be undertaken; the state]
planning agency ended by viewing the study as a document \\!hose
disturbing conclusions posed a serious threat to the programs which,
in the meantime, they had determined to carry forward. By the spring
of 1972-fully a year after I had re-edited the study for final publication-the state had not only failed to publish it, but had also refused to give me permission to publish it on my own. The document
itself would still not be available to me or to the public today had
not Joseph Alan Kaplon, an attorney, subpoenaed it from the state
for use as evidence in a case before the Bronx Supreme Court. 1
During the time of my efforts to get the study released, reports of
it began to be widely circulated, and it acquired something of an
underground reputation. But this article is the first published account,
albeit a brief one, of the findings contained in that 1,400-page
manuscript
What we set out to do in this study was fairly simple, though it
1 Following tlliS case, the state nnaily did give its permission to have the work
published; it will appt·ar in its l'omplde form in a forthmmin~ book by Praeger.
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useful way, on the general question of "What works?'". My purpose
in this essay is to sketch an answer to that question.
The travails of a study
In 1966, the New York State Governor's Special Committee on
Criminal Offenders recognized their need for such an answer. The
Committee was organized on the premise that prisons could rehabilitate, that the prisons of New York were not in fact making a serious
effort at rehabilitation, and that New York's prisons should be converted from their existing custodial basis to a new rehabilitative one.
The problem for the Committee was that there was no available
guidance on the question of what had been shown to be the most
effective means of rehabilitation. My colleagues and I ·were hired
by the committee to remedy this defect in our knowledge; our job
was to undertake a comprehensive survey of what was known about
rehabilitation.
In 1968, in order to qualify for federal funds ·under the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, the state established a planning
organization, which acquired from the Governor's Committee the
responsibility for our report. But by 1970, when the project was
formally completed, the state had changed its mind about the worth
and proper use of the information we had gathered. The Governor's
Committee had begun by thinking that such information was a
nE-cessary basis for any reforms that might be undertaken; the state]
planning agency ended by viewing the study as a document whose
disturbing conclusions posed a serious threat to the programs which,
in the meantime, they had determined to carry forward. By the spring
of 19i2-fully a year after I had re-edited the study for final publication-the state had not only failed to publish it, but had also refused to give me permission to publish it on my own. The document
itself would still not be available to me or to the public today had
not Joseph Alan Kaplan, an attorney, subpoenaed it from the state
for use as evidence in a case before the Bronx Supreme Court. 1
During the time of my efforts to get the study released, reports of
it began to be widely circulated, and it acquired something of an
underground reputation. But this article is the first published account,
albeit a brief one, of the findings contained in that 1,400-page •
manuscript
What we set out to do in this study was fairly simple, though it
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1 Following tl1is case, thl." state finally did give its permission to have the work
published; it will appt'ar in its complete fonn in a forthcoming book by .Praeger.
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turned into a massive task First we tmdertook a six-month search
of the literature for any availabl"' ~ published in the English
language on attempts at rchabilit.iJtion that had been made in our
corrections systems and those of odrr countri~ from 1945 through
1967. We then picked from that liikrature .nil those studies whose
findings were interpretable-that is. whose design and execution met
the conventional standards of sori:ll science research. Our criteria
were rigorous but hardly esoteric: Asudy had to be an evaluation of
a treatment method, it had to empD, an independent measure of the
improvement secured by that metbad. and it had to use some control
group, some untreated individuals db whom the treated ones could
be compared. We excluded studies .1}· for methodological reasons:
They presented insufficient data,.,. were only preliminary, they
presented only a summary of findiap and did not allow a reader to
evaluate those findings, their results were confounded by extraneous
factors, they used unreliable meaSUJ!fS.ODe could not understand their
descriptions of the treatment in question. they drew spurious conclusions from their data, their samples were undescribed or too small or
provided no true comparability J.tween treated and untreated
groups, or they had used inappropriate. statistical tests and did not
provide enough information for ~:reader to recompute the data.
Using these standards, we drew froa the total number of studies 231
acceptable ones, which we not onJ, analyzed ourselves but summarized in detail so that a reader af our analysis would be able to
compare it with his independent ca.lusions.
These treatment studies use vari~measures of offender improvement: recidivism rates (that is, the~ at which offenders retutn to
crime}, adjustment to prison life, ~tional success, educational
achievement) personality and att:i.t:lllli! change, and general adjustment to the outside community. We included all of these in our
study; but in these pages I will deal.dy with the effects of rehabilitative treatment on recidiviSm, the (lllenomenon which reflects most
directly how well our present trealment programs are performing
the task of rehabilitation. The use G: even this one measure brings
with it enough methodological cmlplications to make a clear reporting of the findings most difficull The groups that are studied,
for instance, are exceedingly d~. so that it is hard to tell
whether what "works" for one kind fl offender also works for others.
In addition, there has been little allanpt to replicatt" studies; therefore one cannot be certain how stal* ~nd reliable the various findings are. Just as important, when tile various studies use the term
"recidivism rate," they may in fact lie talking about somewhat dif-
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fercnt measures of. offender behavior-i.e., "failure.. measures suclt
as arrest rates or parole violation rates, or "success.. measures sud.
as favorable discharge from parole or probation. And not all of these
measures correlate very highly with one another. These difficulties
will become apparent again and again in the course of this discussica.
With these caveats, it is possible to give a rather bald summa!?
of our findings: With few and isolated exceptions, the rehabilitatiue
efforts that have been reported so far have hacl no appreciable effed
on recidivism. Studies that ha,;e been done since our survey was completed do not present any major grounds for altering that original
conclusion. \Vhat follows is an attempt to answer the questions aDIII
challenges that might be posed to such an unqualified statement
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Education and vocational training

1. Isn't it true that a correctional facility running a truly rehabilitative program-one that prepares inmates for life on the out•
through education and vocational training-will tum out more suocessful individuals than wiU a prison which merely leaves its inmata
to rot?
If this is true, the fact remains that there is very. little empiric=-1
evidence to support it. Skill development and education programs
are in fact quite common in correctional facilities, and one might be-- .
gin by examining their effects on young males, those who might be
thought most amenable to such efforts. A study by New York State
( 1964) 2 found that for young males as a whole, the degree of suecess achieved in the regular prison academic education program, as
measured by changes in grade achievement levels, made no signilcant difference in recidivism rates. The only exception was the relatiw:
improvement, compared with the sample as a whole, that 'greala"
progress made in the top seven per cent of the participating poJ.»lation-those who had high I.Q.'s, had made good records in previa.
schooling, and who also made good records of academic progress ill
the institution. And a study by Glaser ( 1964) found that while it was
true that, when one controlled for sentence length, more attendance
in regular prison academic programs slightly decreased the subse-quent chances of parole violation, this improvement was not Ia~
enough to outweigh the associated disadvantage for the "lo~
attenders": Those who attended prison school the longest alse •
turned out to be those who were in prison the longest. PresumabJr,.
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2 All studies cited· in the text are referenced in the bibliography which appears l l
the conclusion of this article.
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those getting the most education were ;r&o the "'-"Orst parole risks
in .the first place.3
Studies of special education programs amed at vocational or social.
skill development, as opposed to com'elllional academic education
programs, report similarly discouraging InUits and re,·eal additional
. problems in the field of corre<:tional .search. Jacobson (1965)
studied a program of "skill re-educatiOD- for institutionalized young
males, consisting of 10 weeks of daily dilrussions aimed at developing problem-solving skills. The discussi~ were led by an adult who
was thought capable of serving as a rolr model for the boys, and
they were encouraged to follow the euaple that he set. Jacobson
found that over all, the program producnl no improvement in recidivism rates. There was only one special Slll[)group which provided. an
exception to this pessimistic finding: If boys in the experimental
program decided afterwards to go on to take three or more regular
prison courses, they did better upon relezre than "control" boys who
had done the same. (Of course, it also ~ likely that experimental
I
boys who did not take these extra co.ses did worse than their
controls.)
Zivan (1966) also reported negative ~~!SUits from a much more
ambitious vocational training program~ the Children's Village in
Dobbs Ferry, New York. Boys in his spoaal program were prepared
for their return to the community in a wide variety of ways. First
of all, they were given, in sequence, tina types of vocational guidance: "assessment counseling," "develot-nt counseling," and "preplacement counseling." In addition, they p~cipated in an "occupational orientation," ·consisting of roJr..playing, presentations via
audio-visual aids, field trips, and talks iy practitioners in various
fields of work. Furthermore, the boys were prepared for work by
participating in the Auxiliary ~laintenace Corps, which performed
various chores in the institution; a boy •ght be promoted from the
Corps to the Work Activity Program, wach "hired" him, for a small
fee, to perform various artisans' tasks. A.d finally, after release from
Children's Village, a boy in the special pegram received supportive
after-care and job placement aid.
None of this made any difference in rmdivism rates. Nevertheless,
one must add that it is impossible to tel whether this failure lay in
the program itself or in the conditions ..dcr which it was administered. For one thing, the education ~ent of the institution

'

3 The net result was that those who received larprison education-because their
sentences were shorter or because-they were (ll'liubly better risks-ended up hav·
ing better parole chances than those who receilld more prison education.
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itself was hostile to the program; they believed instead in thedlicacy
of academic· education. This staff therefore tended to place in the
pool from which experimental subjects were randomly •lected
mainly "multi-problem" boys. This by itself would not ha\"r invalidated the experiment as a test of vocational training for this particular type of youth, but staff hostility did not end there; it nerted
subtle pressures of disapproval throughout the life of the ]_M)gram.
Moreover, the program's "after-care" phase also ran into dilirulties;
boys who were sent back to school before getting a job often Jfteived
advice that conflicted with the program's counseling, and boys
actually looking for jobs met with the frustrating fact that the program's persom1el, despite concerted efforts, simply c:ould aot get
businesses to hire the boys.
\Ve do not know whether these constraints, so often found in
penal institutions, were responsible for the program's failare; it
might have failed anyway. All one can say is that this researda failed
to show the effectiveness of special VOCational training fOF young
males.
The only clearly positive report in this area comes from a study
by Sullivan ( 1967) of a program that combined academic ed.catiou
with special training in the use of IBM equipment. Recidivisila rates
after one year were only 48 per cent for e~:perimentals, as ccapared
with 66 per cent for controls. But when one examines the data, it
appears that this ?ifference emerged only between the contmls and
those who had successfully completed the training; When ooe compares the control group with all those who had been enrolled in the
program, the difference disappears. Moreover, during this study-the
random assignment procedure between experimental and control
groups seems to have broken down, so that towards the end. better
risks had a greater chance of being assigned to the special prof1am.
In sum, many of these studies of young males are extremely hard
to interpret because of flaws in research design. But it can safely be
said that they provide us with no clear evidence. that educmon or
skill development programs have been successful.
Training adult inmates
'\\'hen one turns to adult male inmates, as opposed to yo~ ones,
the results arc even more discouraging. There have been si\: studies
of this type; three of them report that their programs, which r.anged
from academic to prison work experience, produced no si&&ificant
differences in n•cidivism rates, and one-by Glaser ( 1964 )-is almost
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impossible to interpret because of the rill differentials of the prisoners participating in the various progra.s.
•Two studies-by Schnur ( 1948) and hy Saden ( 1962 )-do report
a positive difference from skill develapnent programs. In one of
them, the Saden study, it is questionablt whether the experimental
and control groups were truly compar.JINe. But what is more interesting is that both these "positive" st.dies dealt with inmates incarcerated prior to or during World \\..a II. Perhaps the rise in our
educational standards a:s a whole sinee tlen lias lessened the differences that prison education or training can make. The only other
interesting possibility emerges from a study by Gearhart ( 1967).
His study was one of those that reported vocational education to be
non-significant in affecting recidivism ates. He did note, however,
that when a trainee succeeded in findi~ a job related to his area of
training, he had a slightly higher chance of becoming a successful
parolee. It is possible; then, that skill cfevelopment programs faii
because. what they teach bears so little ~~r1ationship to an offender's
s~bsequent life outside the prison.
' One other study of adults, this one rib fairly clear implications,
has been performed with women rather- than men. An experimental
group of institutionalized women in Milwaukee was given an extremely comprehensive special educatiaa program, accompanied by
group counseling. Their training was bolh academic and practical;
it included reading, writing, spelling, basiness filing, child care, and
grooming. Kettering ( 1965) found that ilae program made no difference in the women's rates of recidivism.
Two things should be noted about these studies. 0Qe is the difficulty of interpreting them as~ whole. 1\r ~parity in the programs
that were tried, in the populations that were affected, and in the
institutional settings that surrounded t'hcse projects make it hard to
be sure that one is observing the same cakgory of treatment in each
case. But the second point is that despite this difficulty, one can be
reasonably sure that, so far, educational and vocational programs
have not worked. \Ve don't know why tltey have failed. \Ve don't
know whether the programs themselves ae Sawed, or whether they
are incapable of overcoming the effects ol prison life in general. The
difficulty may be that they lack applicability to the world the inmate
will face outside of prison. Or perhaps the type of educational and
skill improvement they produce simply doesn't have very much to
do with an individual's propensity to ca.mit a crime. What we do
know is that, to date, education and skiB development have not reduced recidivism by rehabilitating crimi8als.
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The effects of individual counseling
2. But when tee speak of a rehabilitative prison, aren't tee refatring to more tlzan education and skill development alone? Isn't whats
needed some u:ay of counseling inmates, or helpfng them with
deeper problems that har.;e caused their rrwladjustment?
This, too, is a reasonable hypothesis; but when one examines tllr
programs of this type that have been tried, it's hard to find any mOIZ'
grounds· for enthusiasm than we found with skill development and
education. 0:1e method that's been tried-though so far, there haw:
been acceptable reports only of its application to young offendershas been individual psychotherapy. For young males, we fowad
seven such reported studies. One study, by Guttman ( 1963) at the
Nelles ·School, found such treatment to be ineffective in reduc.iJJC
recidivism rates; another, by Rudoff ( 1960), found it unrelated fD
institutional violation rates, which were themselves related to p~
success. It must be pointed out .that Rudoff used only this indirec:l
measure of association, and the study therefore cannot rule out thr
possibility of a treatment effect. A third, also by Guttman ( 1963)
but at another institution, found that such treatment was actualy
reiated to a slightly higher parole violation rate; and a stUdy bf
Adams ( 1959b and 1961b) also found a lack of improvement •
parole revocation and first suspension rates.
There were two studies at variance \vith this pattern~ One b,.
Persons ( 1967) said that if a boy was judged to be "successfuUj
treated-as opposed to simply being subjected to the treatment aperience-he did tend to do better. And there was one finding botla
hopeful and cautionary: At the Deuel School (Adams, 196la), the
e~:perimental boys were first divided into two groups, those rated as
"amenable" to treatment and those rated "non-amenable." Amenable
boys who got the treatment did better than non-treated boys. On the
other hand, "non-amenable" boys who were treated actually did
tcorse than they would have done if they Qad received no treatmeDl
at all. It must be pointed out that Guttman ( 1963 ), dealing \vida
younger boys in his Kelles School study, did not find such an "am~
ability" effect, either to the detriment of the non-amenables whD
were treated or to the benefit of the amenables who were treated.
But the Deuel School study (Adams, 196la) suggests both that thc:e
is something to be hoped for in treating properly selected amenable •
subjects and that if these subjects arc not properly selected, one
may not only wind up doing no good but may actually produ~
harm.
There have been two studies of the t•ffects of individual psych.
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therapy on young incarcerated female .Amders, and both of them
(Adams 1959a, Adams 196lb) report no significant effects from the
th;rapy. But one of the Adams studies (1959a ) does contain a suggestive, although not t:lc<lrly intcrpretablr.. finding: If this individual
therapy was administered by a psychdbist or a psychologist, the
resulting parole suspension rate was al.aost two-and-a-half times
higher than if it was administered by a 5ocial worker without this
specialized training.
There has also been a much smaller IIUDlber of studies of two
other types of individual therapy: couawling, which is directed
towards a prisoner's gaining new insight.iKo
own problems, and
casework, which aims at helping a pris01a cope with his more pragmatic immediate needs. These types of dlrrapy both rely heavily on
the empathetic relationship that is to he developed between the
professional and the client. It was noted al!ove that the Adams study
.( 196lb) of therapy ad!Jlinistered to girls, referred to in the discussion of individual psychotherapy, found lOOt social workers seemed
I
better at the job than psychologists or pii!Cbiatrists. This difference
seems to suggest a favorable outlook fur these alternative forms of
individual therapy. But other studies of swh therapy have produced
ambiguous results. · Bernsten ( 1961 ) repalted a Danish experiment
that showed that socio-psychological l'81DSeling combined with
comprehensive welfare measures-job ad residence placement,
clothing, union and health insurance me.&ership, and ·financial aid
-produced an improvement among somemort-term male offenders,
though not those in either the highest-rill or the lowest-risk categories. On the other hand, Hood, in Bribin (1966}, reported generally non~significant results with a progta1 of counseling for young
males. (Interestingly enough, this cxpcrJ.Rnt did point to a mechanism capable of changing recidivism rata. When boys were released
from institutional care and entered the amy directly, "poor risk"
boys among both experimentals and a.trols did better than expected. "Good risks" did worse. )
So these foreign data arc sparse and not in agreement; the American data arc just as sparse. The only Anltlirlan study which provides
a direct measure of the effects of individ.al counseling-a study of
California's Intensive Treatment Program (California, 1958a), which
was "psychodynamically" oricnted-fowxl no improvement in recidivism rates.
It was this finding of the failure of the Intensive Treatment Program which contributed to the decision ia California to de-emphasize individual counseling in its penal system in favor of group
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methods. And indeed one might suspect that the preceding reports
reveal not the inadequacy of counseling as a whole but only tfle
failure of one type of counseling, the individual type. Group counseling methods, in which offenders are permitted· to aid and compare
experiences with one another, might be thought to have a beller
chance of success. So it is important to ask what results these altemative methods have actually produced.
Group counseling
Group counseling has indeed been tried in correctional institutiaas.
both with and without a specifically psychothera~utic orientatioa.
There has been one study of "'pragmatic," problem~oriented couaseling on young institutionalized males, by Seckel ( 1965 ). This type
'of counseling had no significant effect. For adult males, there haw
been three such studies of the ·~pragmatic.. and "insight" methods.
Tw'o (Kassebaum, 1971; Harrison, 1964) report no long-lastia«
significant effects. (One of these two did report a real but short-teun
effect that wore off as the program became institutionalized and as
offenders were at liberty longer.) The third study of adults, by
Shelley ( 1961 ) , dealt with a "pragmatic., casework program, directed
towards the educational and vocational needs of instit?tionaliz:al
ydung adult males in a ~lichigan prison camp. The treatment lasted
for six· months and at the end of that time Shelley found an improvement in attitudes; the possession of "good.. attitudes was independently found by Sheliey to correlate with parole success. Unfortunately, though, Shelley was not able to measure the direct impact .of tbe
counseling on recidivism rates. His two separate correlations are
suggestive, but they fall short of being able to tell us that it really a
the counseling that has a direct effect on recidivism.
With regard to more professional group psycltotllerapy, the repoiis
are alsd conflicting. We have two studies of group psychothe;:a.PJ
on young males. One, by Persons ( 1966), says that this trcahncal
d id in fact reduce recidivism. The improved recidivism rate stems
from the improved perfom1ance only of those who were clinicaU,
judged to have been "successfully'' treated; still, the overall result
of the treatment was to impro\·e recidivism rates for the experimesttal group as a whole. On the other hand, a study by Craft ( 1964) .
of young males designated "psychopaths," comparing "self-govemment" group psychotlwrapy with "authoritarian'' individual counseling, found that the "group therapy" boys afterwards committed
tu:ice. as many new offenses as the individually treated ones. Per-
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hap$ some fonns of group psychotheapy work for some t~·pes of
offenders but not others; a reader musttlr:nv his own conclusions, on
the basis of sparse evidence.
• With regard to young females, the asults are just as equi\·ocal.
Adams, in his study of females ( 195ia), found that there was no
improvement to be gained from trea~ girls by group rather than
individual methods. A study by Ta~ of borstal (reformatory)
girls in New Zealand ( 1967) found. a siniibr lack of any gre~l.t improvement for group therapy as oppcR<l to indhidual therapy or
even to no therapy at all. But the Ta}..... study does offer one real,
positive finding: When the "group tbaapy" girls dill commit new
offenses, these offenses were less seras than the ones for which
they had originally been incarcerated.
There is a third study that does repeat an overall positive finding
as opposed to a ~artial one. Truax ( 19&1) found that girls subjected
to group psychotherapy and then releard were likely to spend less
time reincarcerated in the future. But wlrat is most interesting about
this improvement is the vety special and important circumstance
pnder which it occurred. The therapists chosen for this program did
hot merely have to have the proper allalytic training; they were
specially chosen for their "empathy" and "non-possessive wannth." In
other words, it may well have been tie therapists' special personal
gifts rather than the fact of treatm~ itself \vhich produced the
favorable result. This possibility will emrrge again when we examine
the effects of other types of rehabilitative treatment later in this
article.
As with the question of skill develop.ent, it is hard to summarize
these results. The programs administeftd were various; the groups
to which they were administered varird not only by sex but by age
as well; there were also variations in the length of time for which
the programs were carried on, the freqwncy of contact during that
time, and the periOd for which the s~cts were followed up. Still,
one must say that the burden of the «Vidence is not encouraging.
These programs seem to work best wllm they are new, when their
subjects are amenable to treatment ia the first place, and when the
counselors are not only trained peo~ but "good" people as well.
Such findings, \vhich would not be miKh of a surprise to a student
of organization or personality, arc hanlly encouraging for a policy
planner, who must adopt measures tlro.t are generally applicable,
that are capable of being successfuly institutionalized, and that
must rely for personnel on somethioc other than the exceptional
individual.
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Transforming the institutional environment
3. But maybe the reason these counseling programs doa·l seem
to work is not tliat they are ineffective per se, but that the institutional environment outside the program is JJnu;lwlesome e-gh to
undo any good u;ork that the counseling does. Isn't.a truly sw:cessful
rehabilitative institution the one where the inmate's whole aoironment is directed tou;ards true correction rather than towarth aitody
or punisTiment?
This argument has not only been made, it has been embodied in
several institutional programs that go by the name of •milieu
therapy." They are designed to make every element of the iamate's
environment a part of his treatment, to reduce the distinct:Dis between the custodial staff and the treatment staff, to cre~e a SUJr
portive, non-authoritarian, and non-regimented atmosphere, ad to
enlist peer influence in the formation of constructive values. These
programs are especially hard to summarize because of their arletf;
they differ, for example, in how "supportive" or "permissi.w· they
are designed to be, in the extent to which they are combined with
other treatment methods such as individual therapy, group counseling, or skill development, and in how completely the propam is
able to control all the relevant aspects of the institutional eaviron- _ ..
ment.
One might well begin with two studies that have been dame of
institutionalized adults, in regular prisons, who have been subjected
to such treatinent; this is the category whose results are tbr most
clearly discouraging. One study of such a program, by Babison
(1967), found that the therapy d_id seem to reduce recidivism after
one year. After two years, however, this effect disappeared, aad the
treated convicts did no better than the untreated. Another study by
Kassebaum, Ward, and Wilner ( 1971 ) , dealt with a program which
had been able to effect an exceptiona1ly extensive and experimaatally
rigorous transformation of the institutional environment. Tl1is sopbis~
ticated study had a follow-up period of 36 months, and it fo\llld that
the program had no significant effect on parole failure or S11Ccess
rates.
The results of the studies of youth are more equivocaL As for
young females, one study by Adams ( 1966) of such a program fcrund
that it had no significant efft.•ct on recidivism; another study-, by
Goldberg and Adams ( 1964 ), found that such a program cliJ:l have
a positive effect. This <>ffect declined when the program beg;:ra to
deal with girls who were judg<>d befordmnd to be worse risk
As for young mall'S, the studies may conveniently be dividrd into
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those dealing with juveniles {under 16) md those dealing with
youths. There have been five studies of m*u therapy administered
to juveniles. Two of them-by Laulicht ( 191!) and by Jesness ( 1965)
-report clearly that the program in questiln either had no significant effect or had a short-term effect that 1nl'e off with passing time.
Jesness does report that when his experimmtal juveniles did commit
new offenses, the offenses were less seriouslian those committed by
controls. A third study of juveniles, by McCord ( 1953) at the Wiltwyck School, reports mixed results. Using liFo measures of performance, a "success" rate and a "failure" ratr, ~reCord found that his
experimental group achieved both less faille and less success than
the controls did. There have been two t-ltive reports on milieu
therapy programs for male juveniles; both flf them have come out of
the Highfields program, the milieu ther:lP-" experiment which has
become the most famous and widely qtdrd e.~ample of "success"
via this method. A group of boys was conMed for a relatively short
time to the unrestrictive, supportive envinanent of Highfields; and
at a follow-up of six months, Freeman ( 19i!) found that the group
did indeed show a lower recidivism rate (as measured by parole
revocation) than a similar group spendingaJonger time in the regular reformatory. McCorkle ( 1958) also -.orted positive findings
from Highfields. But in fact, the :\IcCorldeuta show, this improvement was not so clear: The Highfields ~ had lower recidivism
rates at 12 and 36 months in the follow-uppriod, but not at 24 and
60 months. The length of follow-up, these dl.ta remind us, may have
large implications for a study's conclusions. :.Xt more important were
other flaws in the Highfields experiment: 'Be populations were not
fully comparable (they differed accordi~ lo risk level and time of
admission); different organizations-the pobation agency for the
Highfield boys, the parole agency for the .rflers-were making the
revocation decisions for each group; mea of the Highfields boys
were discharged early from supervision, aui thus removed from any
risk of revocation. In short, not even from lie celebrated Highfields
case may we take clear assurance that milft therapy works.
In the case of male youths, as opposed tltmale juYeniles, the findings are just as equivocal, and hardly moa encouraging. One such
study by Empey ( 1966) in a residential cantext did not produce
significant results. A study by Seckel ( 1~) described California's
Fremont Program, in which institutionaliznl youths participated in
a combination of ther;tpy, work projects, fid:I trips, and community
meetings. Seckel found that the youths Sllljected to this treatment
committed more violations of law than did lleir non-treated counter-
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parts. This difference could have occurred by chance; still there was
certainly no evidence of relative improvement. Another study, by
Levinson ( 196.2-1964 ), also found a lack of improvemeat iit recidivism rates-but Levinson noted the encouraging fad that the
treated group spent somewhat more time in the commllllily before
recidivating, and committed less serious offenses. And a study by
the State of California ( 1967) also shows a partially positift finding.
This was a study of the Marshall Program, similar to California's
Fremont Program but different in several ways. The Manball PrO:.
gram was shorter and more tightly organized than its Fremont
counterpart. In the Marshall Program, as opposed to the Fremont
Program, a youth could be ejected from the group and se.t back to
regular institutions before the completion of the program. Also, the
Marshall Program offered some additional benefits: the taching of
"social survival skills" (i.e., getting and holding a job), gnmp counseling of parents, and an occasional opportunity for ~ to visit
home. When youthful offenders were released to the Marshall
Program, either directly or after spending some time ill a regular
institution, they did no be~er than a comparable regulady institutionalized population, though both Marshall youth and youth in
regular institutions did better than those who were .directly released
by the court and given no special treatment.
-~·
So the youth in these milieu therapy programs at Ie.t do no
worse than their counterparts in regular institutions and Ja·spt>cial
programs may cost less. One may therefore be encourage.J.-not on
grounds of rehabilitation but on grounds of cost~ffectiv.-ss.
What about medical treatment?
4. Isn't there anything you can do in an institutional 8dling that
will reduce reCidivism, for instance, through strictly mediml treatment?
A number of studies deal with the results of efforts to dlaoge the
behavior of offenders through drugs and surgery. As far surgery,
the one experimental study of a plastic surgery propm1-by
Mandell ( 1967)-had negative results. For non-addicts whD•ceived
plastic surgery, ~landell purported to find improvement in ~rfonn
ancc on parole; but when one reanalyzes his data, it appr.trs that
surgery alone did not in fact make a significant difference. •
One type of surgery does seem to be highly successful in ~rducing
recidivism. A tw«.>nty-year Danish study of sex offenders, by Stuerup
(1960), found that while those who had been treated with ..rmones
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and ther:ipy continued to commit bodt sex crimes ( 29.6 per cent of
them did so) and non-sex crimes (21..0 p~r cent), those who had
been castrated had rates of only 3..5 per cent (not; interestingly
enough, a rate of zero; where there·s a ,,;IJ, apparently there's a
way) and 9.2 per cent. Orie hopes dat the policy implications of
this study will be found to be distindlr limited.
As for drugs, the major report Oft such a program-invoking
tranquilization-was made by Adana ( 196lb ). The tranquilizerS
were administered to male and femak- il&titutionaliZed youths. With
boys, ther~ was only a slight improva~~Pnt in their subsequent behavior; this improvement disappeared within a year. With girls, the
tranquilization produced worse resulls than when the girls were
given no treatment at all.
The effects of sftllnlciug .

5. 'Well, at least it may be possible to manipulate certain gross
features of the exiSting, conventional ,.UOn system-such-~s le~gth
of security-inGIIlkr to affect these recidivism
rates. Isn't this the case?
At this point, it's still impossible to S11f that this is the case. As for
the degree of seeurity in an institu• Glaser's (1964) work reported that, for both youth and adu-._ a less restrictive "custody
grading" in American federal prisons was related to success on
parole; but this is hardly surprising, sillee those assigned to more
restrictive custody are likely to be worsrJisks in the first place. ~lore
to the point, an American study by FCJl (1950) discovered that for
•older youths" who were deemed to be IOQd risks for the future, a
minimum security institution produced lxtter results than a maximum
security one. On the other hand, the d.ata we have on youths under
IS-from a study by McClintock ( 1S61), done in Great Britainindicate that so-called Borstals, in whida'boys are totally confined,
are more effective than a less restrictia regime of partial physical
custody. In short, we know very little l111»out the recidivism effects
of various degrees of security in exist~ institutions; and our problems in finding 01,1t will be compounded J.r the probability that these
effects will vary widely according to the particular type of offender
· that we're dealing with.
The same problems of mixed results anrllack of comparable populations have plagued attempts to study dlr effects of sentence length.
A number of studies-by Narloch ( 19.59).'¥ &•rnsten ( 196.5), and by
the State of California ( 1956 )-suggest dant those who are released
~sentence and degree
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earlier from institutions than their scheduled parole date, or thtM
who serve short sentences of under three months rather than Ion~
sentences of eight months or more, either do better on parole or ~
least do no worse. • T~e implication here is quite clear and importalll:
Even if early releases and short sentences produce no improvemmt
in recidivism rates, one could at least maintain the same rates wlriJe.
lowering the cost of maintaining the offender and lessening his owa
burden of imprisonment. Of course, this implication carries with il
its concomitant danger: the danger that though shorter sentences
cause no worsening of the recidivism rate, they may increase the
total amount of crime in the community by increasing the absolute
number of potential recidiYists at large.
On the other hand, Glaser's ( 1964) data show not a consisteal
linear relationship between the shortness of the sentence and the
rate of parole success, but a curvilinear one. Of his subjects, those whD
served less than a year had a 73 per cent success rate, those ·whD
served up to two years were only 65 per cent successful, and those
who served up to three years fell to a rate of 56 per cent. But amour;
those who served sentences of more than three years, the success ralle
rose again-to 60 per cent. These findings should be viewed witla
some caution since Glaser did not control for the pre-existing degree
of risk associated with each of his categories of offenders. But the
data do suggest that the relationship between sentence length and
recidivism may not be a simple linear one.
:\lore important, the effect of sentence length seems to vary widefr
according to type of offender. In a British stupy ( 1963 ), for instance.
Hammond found that for a group of "hard-core recidivists," shortming the sentence caused no improvement in the recidivism rate. ha
Denmark, Bemsten ( 1965) discovered a similar phenomenon: That
the beneficial effect of three-month sentences as against eight-month
ones disappeared in the case of these "hard-core recidivists." Garrity
found another such distinction in his 1956 study. He divided his
- offenders into three categories: "pro-social," "anti-social," and "mani~
ulative." "Pro-social.. offenders he found to have low recidivism
rates regardless of the length of their sentence; "anti-social" offenders did better with short sentences; the ''manipulative" did better
with long ones. Two studies from Britain made yet another divisioa

'

•A similar phenomt'non h:~s been mt'a~nred indircdly by studil's that have
dt'alt with the effret of various parole policies on recidivism rates. Where parole
decisions have Ll'en libt>ralizcd so that an offender could be released with
only the "reasonable assurance" of a job rathC'r than with a definite job alread7
de\'eloped by a parole officer (Stanton, 1963), this liberal rdease policy has
produced no worsening of recidivism rates.
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of the offender population, and founiJ yet other variations. One
(Great Britain, 1964) found that pnonms offenders-but not first
.offenders-did_better with longer scntm~es, while the other (Cambridge, 1952) found the reverse to be tme with jun•niles.
To add to the probiem of interpretation, these studies deal not only
with different types and categoriza~ of offenders but with different types of institutions as well. No more than in the case of institution type can we say that length of smtence has a dear relationship to recidivism.
Decarcerating the convict

-

...

6. All of this seems to suggest that tl.rre's not muc1z tee .know how
to do to rehabilitate an offender when Le's in an institution. Doesn't
this lead to the clear possibility that tlte cay to rehabilitate offenders
is to deal with them outside an institutitmal setting?
This is indeed an important possibility; and it is suggested by other
pieces of information as well. For imtace, :\liner ·( 196i) reported
on a milieu therapy program in :\Iassadlllsctts called Outward Bound.
It took youths 15~ arid over; it was ariented toward the development of skills in the out-of-doors and a111ducted in a wilderness atmosphere very different from that of most existing institutions. The
culmination of the 26-day program-was .a final24 hours in which each
youth had to survive alone in the wildemess. And :\liner found that
the program did indeed work in redu~ recidivism rates.
·But by and large, when one takes the programs that have been
administered in institutions and applies them in a non-institutional
setting, the results do not grow to eDCDUraging proportions. With
casework and individual counseling in tltc community, for instance,
there have been three studies; they d~t with counseling methods
from psycho-social and vocational cowaling to "operant conditioning," in which an offender was rewarded first simply for coming to
counseling sessions and then, gradually. for performing other types
of approved acts. Two of them report that the community-counseled
offenders did no better than their institutional controls, while the
third notes that although -community counseling produced fewer
arrests per person, it did not ultimately Rduce the offender's chance
of returning to a reformatory.
The one study of a non-institutional skill development program,
by Kovacs ( 1967), described the New Sbrt Program in Denver, in
which offenders participated in vocational training, role playing,
programmed instruction, group counscliag, college class attendance,
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and trips to art galleries and museums. After all this, Kovacs found
no significant improvcmmt over incarceration.
There have also been studies of milieu therapy programs conducted with youthful male probationers not in actual physical cus_tody. One of them found no significant improvement at all. One.. by
Empey ( 1966 ), did say that after a follow-up of six months, a ooy
who was judge~ to have "successfully" completed the milieu program was less likely to recidivate afterwards than \vas a "successfu17
regular probationer. Empey's "successes" came out of an extraordinary
program in Provo, Utah, which aimed to rehabilitate by subjecting
offenders to a non-supportive milieu. The staff of this program operated on the principle that they were not to go out of their way to
interact and be empathetic with the boys. Indeed, a hoy who misbehaved was to be met \\ith "role dispossession":· He was to be excluded from meetings of his peer group, and he was not to be ginn
answers to his questions as to why he had been excluded or wllat
his ultimate fate might be. This peer group and its meetings were
designed to be the major force for reform at Provo; they w~ i)tended to develop, and indeed did develop, strong and controling
no~s for the behavior of individual members. For one thing, group
members were not to associate with delinquent boys outside the program; for another, indh-iduals were to submit to a group review of
all their actions and problems; and they were to be completely lu:Jaest
and '-t:-en with the group about their attitudes, their states of miad,
their personal failings. The group was granted quite a few sandims
with which to enforce ·these nom1s: They could practice derisioo or
temporary ostracism, or they could lock up an aberrant member for
a weekend, refuse to release him from the program, or send hirri
away to the regular refonnatory.
One might be tempted to forgive these methods because of dle
success that Empey reports, except for one thing. If one judges tile
program not only by its ·successful" boys but by all the boys no
were subjected to it-those who succeeded and those who, not mrprisingly, failed-the totals show no significant improvement in recidi\ism rates compared with boys on regular probation. Empey did
find that both the Pro\·o boys and those on regular probation did betfer than those in regular reformatories-in contradiction, it may 'be
recalled, to the finding from the residn1tial ~Iarshall Program. !a
which the direct releases given no special treatment did worse than
boys in regular institutions.
The third such study of non-residential milieu therapy, by WeCravey ( 1967 ), found not only that there was no significant impi'Oft-
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ment, but that the longer a boy pticipated in the treatment, the

worse he was likely to do afterwards.
Psychotherapy in C811muaity settings

.,-

There is some indication that indi\idual psychotherapy ma_y
•work" in a community setting. Yas6imo ( 1963) reported on one
such program, using '~hat might br termed a "pragmatic" psyc~o
therapeutic approach, including 'illl5ight'' therapy and a focus on
vocational problems. The program wns marked by its small size and
by its use of therapists who were prrsonally enthusiastic about the
project; ~lassimo found that there \\"ZS indeed. a decline in recidivism
rates. Adamson ( 1956), o~ the other hand, found no significant difference produced by another progna of individual therapy (though
he did note that arrest rates among the experimental boys declined
with what he called "intensity of beatment"). And Schwitzgebel
(1963, 1964), studying other, diffeR:tt kinds of therapy programs,
found that the programs did produc:r improvements in the attitudes
of his boys-but, unfortunately, not n their rates of recidivism.
And with group therapy administrred in the community, we find
yet another set of equivocal results. The results from studies of pragmatic group counseling are only -ally optimistic. Adams ( 1965)
did report that a form of group thcgpy, "guided group interaction,"
when administered to juvenile gang:s.. did somewhat reduce the perceJjtage that were to be found in cuslldy si"< years later. On the other
hand, in a study of juveniles, Adana (1964) found that while sue~
a program did reduce the number Gl contacts that an experimental
youth had '":ith police, it made no .timate difference in the deten·
tion rate. And the attitudes of the aan~scled youth showed no improvement. Finally, when O'Brien (1961) examined a communitybased program of group psychotheapy, he found not only that the
program produced no improvement in the recidivism rate, but that
the experimental boys actually did "'·orse than their controls on a
series of psychological tests.

'

Probation or pa..- versus prison
But by far the most extensive and important work that has been
done on the effect of community-baw.l treatments has been done in
the areas of probation and parole. 1\is work sets out to answer the
question of whether it makes any dilercnce how you supervise and
treat an offender once he has been Rleased from prison or has come
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under state surveillance in lieu of prison. This is the work that has
provided the main basis to date for the claim that we do indeed haw
the means at our disposal for rehabilitating the 9ffcnder or at least
decarcerating him safely.
One group of these studies has compared the use of probatiaa
with other dispositions for offenders; these provide some slight eYidence that, at least under some circumstances, probation may male
an offender's future chances better than if he had been sent to prisoo..
Or, at least, probation may not worsen those chances. 5 A British study.
by Wilkins ( 1958 ), reported that when. probation was granted more
frequently, recidivism rates among probationers did not increase significantly. And another such study by the state llf ~lichigan in 1963
reported that an expansion in the use of prob.~tion actually improved
recidivism rates-though there are serious. problems of comparabilii:J
in the groups and systems that were studied.
One experiment-by Babst ( 1965 )-compared a group of parolees.
drawn from adult male felony· offenders in Wisconsin, and excludma
murderers and sex criminals, with a similar group th<lt had· been pol
on probation; it found that the probationers cOmmitted fewer violations if they had been first offenders, and did no worse if they were
recidivists. The problem in interpreting this experiment, though, is
that the beha\·ior of those groups was being measured by separate
organizations, by probation officers for the probationers, and 1,
parole officer~ for the parolees; it is not clear that the definition ol
"violation" was the same in each case, or that other types of uniform
standards were being applied. Also, it is not clear what the results ·
would have been if subjects had· been released directly to the parole
organization without having experienced prison first. Another such
study, done in Israel by Sboham ( 1964), must be interpreted cautiously because his experimental and control groups had slightly different characteristics. But Shoham found that when one compared a
suspended sentence plus probation for first offenders with a one-year
prison sentence, only first offenders under 20 years of age did better
on probation; thos.e from 21 to 45 actually did u:orse. And Shoham"s
findings also differ from Babst's in another way. Babst had found
that parole rather than prison brought no improvement for recidivists.
but Shoham reported that for recidi\'ists with four or more prioroffenses, a suspended sentenCe was actually better-though the im-"
proYement was much less when the recidiv~t had committed a crime
of violence.
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-But both the Babst and the Sholma zdit'S.
gest the possible value of susp<.•nded 11l!'Utn~.
for some offenders (though they COIIIIr.tdic c ..
. which offenders), also indic-.th• a pt'SSimhc :.re.:-:.
ceming the limits of the effcctivt"lleSS oltre~ti
they found that the personal char.actmtics . •
offender status,: or age, or type of oHense-wewe .
the form of treatment in determining futre ..e~ .. .
with a "favorable" prognosis \\ill do-:bttcr tt·..
seems, no matter how you distribute "god.• or '·
or •regressive" treatments among them.
Quite a large group of studies deal!not ,,·ith .
pared to other dispositions, but instead:ith the
that an offender receives once he is on proation
the studies that have provided the most.>ncoutt!"
habilitative treatment and that have ab n~
questions about the nature of the reseamrthat :!~-·
the corrections field.

••-

13 to 18 who were assigned to probation c:crs --~
or provided with other ways of receiviognortt -.
(Adams, 1966-two reports; FeistmaD. 1136~ K.:. •·
nick, 1967). These studies report that. :md :::r-:
vision does work-that the specially mtea.
according to some measure of recidivism-':. t ~-
important questions unanswered. For ir·<- :.·~··
performance a function merely of the num _, ot •
had with his probation officer? Did it ab !ep'"
time in· treatment? Or was it the qualit 1'. su·
making the diff¢rence. rather than the q1:Jarity';)
Intensive supervision: the Wrrea !!It"-·.

The widely-reported Warren studies .}()&,
California constitute an extremely ambiti:n Ltte=r.::
questions. In this project, a control grourof vot!t
pool of candidates ready for first admisLn : .-..
Authority institution, was assigned to res:ar ~.:::·
eight to nine months, and then released .re.; ·experimental group received considcrabl Jre .:J.iol~
They were released directly to probatin ~t.ltus
12-man caseloads. To decide what spedairatmdl:
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within these caseloads, the youths were divided according to their
"interpersonal maturity Je,·el classiflcation,>! by usc of a scale developed by Grant and Grant._And each k·vd dictated its own special
type of therapy. For instance, a youth might be judged to occupy
the lowest maturity level; this would be a youth; according to the
scale, primarily concerned with "demands that the world take care
of him.... He behaves impulsively, unaware of anything except~
grossest effects of his behavior on others." A youth like this would
be placed in a supportive environment such as a foster home; the
goals of his therapy \vould be to meet his dependency needs· aild
help him gain more accurate perceptions about his relationship to
others. At the other end of the three-tier classification, a youth might
exhibit high maturity. This would be a youth who had internalized
"a se.t of standards by which he judges ·his and others· behavior... •
He shows some ability to understand reasons for behavior, some
ability to relate to people emotionally and on a long-term basis.·
These high-maturity youths could come in several v_arietles~a "neurotic acting outt for inst:inee, a· "neurotic anxious," a ..situational
emotional reactor, or a "cultural identifier." But the appropriate
treatment for these youths ·was individual psychotherapy, or family
or group therapy for the purpose of reducing internal conflicts and
increasing the youths' awareness of personal and family dynamics.
"Success" in this experiment was defined as favorable discharge
by the Youth Authority; '~failure" was unfavorable discharge, revocation, or recommitment by a court. \Varren reported an encouraging
finding: Among all but one of the "subtypes," ·the experimentals had
a significantly lower failure rate than the controls. The experiment
did have certain problems: The experimentals might have been performing better because of the enthusiasm of the staff and the attention
lavished on them; none of the controls had been directly released to
their regular super\'ision programs instead of being detained first;
and it ,,.as impossible to separate the effects of the experimentals·
small caseloads from their specially designed treatments, since no
experimt>ntal youths had bren assigned to a small caseload with
"inappropriate" treatment, or with no treatment at all. Still, none of
these p.r<;lblems were st>rious enough to vitiate the cncouraging prospect that this finding presented for successful treatment of probationers.
This encouraging finding was, however, accompanied by a rather
more disturbing due. As has been mcntioned bdore, the experimental sul>jec:ts, wh<.·n measured. had a lower failure rate th<m the controls. But the experimentals also had a lower success rate. That is,
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fewer of the e~pcrimentals as com~ with the controls had been
judged to have suceessfuHy compll"'lrtl their program of supervision
and to be suitable for favorable rclmsf.. When my colleagu~s and l
undertook a rather laborious rcanal~ of the Warren data, it became
clear why this discrepancy had appmred. It turned out that fewer
experimcntals were ~successful" bec.se the e~perimentals were actually committing more offenses tha their controls. The reason that
the experimentals' relatively large ~ber of offenses \vas not being
reflected in their failure rates was sialply that the experimentals' probation officers were using a more leaimt re\·ocation policy. In other
\VOrds, the controls had a higher faiRer rate because the controls
were being revoked for less serious ~es.
So it seems that wh~t \Varren was•pc)rting in her "failure" rates
was not merely the treatment effect Ofller small caseloads and special
programs. Instead, what \Varren \\'a finding was not so much a
change in the behavior of the experimental youths as a change in
the behavior of the experimental prtJiotion officers, who knew th
"'special" status of their charges and who had evidently decided to
revoke probation status at a lower 111m nonnal rate. The experimentals continued to commit offenses; what was different was that
:when they ·committed these offenses, IIIey were pennitted to remain
on probation.
The experimenters claimed that this IDw revocation policy, and the
greater number of offenses committed bf the special treatment youth,
were not an indication that these youth were behaving specially badly
and that policy makers were simply letlitg them get away with it. Instead, it was claimed, the higher repodrd offense rate was primarily
an artifact -of the more intense surveilbnce that the experimental
youth received. But the data show thatiLs-is not <l sufficient explanation of the low failure rate among expelinental y~mth; the difference
in ~tolerance" of offenses between expmmental officials and control
officials was much greater than the dilerence in the rates at_which
these h-..·o systems detected youths co.nitting new offenses. Needless to say, this reinterpretation of the ~ta presents a much bleaker
picture of the possibilities of intensiw supervision with special
treatment.

'

"Treatment effects" vs. -,.&ic:y effects"

This same problem of experimenter 11ias may also be present in
the predecessors of the Warren study, thr-ones which had also found
positive results from intensive supcrvisira on probation; indeed, this
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disturbiJ1g qul·stion can be raised about many of the prc~ly dis'cusscd n·ports of positive "treatment effects~"
This possibility of a "policy effect" rather than a "treatmma effect""
applies, for instance, to the previously discussed studies of tile effects
of intensive supt·rvision on juvenile and youthful probationas. These
were the studies, it wiJl be recalled, which found lower lftidivism
rates for the intensively supervised.6
One opportunity to make a further check on the effects of this
problem is provided, in a slightly different context, by Johnson
( 196.2a). Johnson was measuring the effects of intensive supnvision
on youthful parolees (as distinct from probationers). The. have
been several such studies of the effects on youths of in tens~ parole
supervision plus special counseling, and their findings are Gn the
whole less encouraging than the probation studies; they are diflicult
to interpret because of experimental problems, but studies by Boston
University in 1966, and by Van Couvering in 1966, report 1110 significant effects and possibly some bad effects from such special programs. But Johnson's studies were unique for the chance they ptevide
to measure both treatment effects arid the effect of agency pllicy.
Johnson, like Warren, assigned experimental subjects to smalcaseloads and his experiment had the virtue of being performed willa two
separate populations and at two different thnes. But in contrast with
the Warren case, the Johnson experiment did not engage in a large
continuing attempt to choose the experimental counselors spraally,
to train them specially, and to keep them informed about the pmgr:ess
and importance of the experiment. The first time the experime.l was
performed, the experimental youths had a slightly lower revocation
rate than the controls at sh: months. But the second time, the csperimentals did not do better than their controls; indeed, they did sJi&htly
worse. And with the experimentals from the first group--those who
had shown an improvement after six months-this effect wore Gf at
18 months. In the Johnson study, my colleagues and I found, iatensive~ supervision did not increase the .experimental youths' risl: of
detection. Instead, what was happening in the Johnson expen.ent
was that the first time it had been performed-just as in the Waoen
study-the experimentals were simply revoked less often per maeer
of offenses committed, and they were revoked for offenses more
serious than those which prompted revocation among the conln)ls.
• The second time around, this "policy" discrepancy disappeared; and
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•But one of these reports, by Kawaguchi ( 1967), also found that an ilknsh·ely supervised juvenile, by the time he finally "failed," had had more previous detentions while under supervision than a control juvenile ~d
experienced.
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when it did, the "improved" performaat"r of the t"Xpcrimcntal'i disappeared as well. The enthusiasm guiding the project had simply
worn off in the absence of rcinforcemcat.
One must conclude that the "benefits• of intensin• suvcn·ision for
youthful offenders may stem not so mum from a "treatment" cffl'ct
as from a "policy" dfect_;_that such suprn·ision. so far as we now
knolV, results not in rehabilitation but in a decision to look the other
way when an offense is committed. But there is one major modification to be added to this conclusion. Johnson performed a fi.nther
measurement ( 196.2b) in his parole espt'riment: He rated all the
supervising agents according to the "adequacy.. of the supel'\·ision
they gave. And he found that an "adeq~" agent, whether he was
working in a small or a large caseload, prod~ced a relative. impro,·ement in his charges. The converse was not true: An inadequate agent
was more likely to produce youthful "failures" when he was giyen a
· small caseload to supervise. One can't much help a "good" agent, it
seems, by reducing his caseload size; sum reduction can only do
further harm to those youths who fall into the hands of "bad,. agents.
So with youthful offenders, Johnson found, intensive supervision
does not seem to provide the rehabilitative benefits claimed for it;
the only such benefits may flow not from iotensh·e· supervision itself
but from contact with one of the "good people" who are frequent!}·
in such short supply.
Intensive supel"Vision of adults
The results are similarly ambiguous wbm one applies this intensive supervision to adult offenders. There have been several studies
of the effects of intensive supervision on adult parolees. Some of
these are hard to interpret because of problems comparability between ~xperimental and control groups {general risk ratings, for
instance, or distribution of narcotics offendrn, or policy changes that
took place between various phases of the experiments), but two of
them (California, 1966; Stanton, 1964) do not seem to give evidence
of the benefits of intensive supervision. By far the most extensive
work, though, on the effects of intensive supervision of adult parolees
has been a series of studies of California's Special Intensive Parole
Unit ( SIPU ), a 10-ycar-long experiment drsigned to test the treatment possibilities of various special parole programs. Three of the
four "phases'' of this experiment produced ·negative results." The
first phase tested the effect of a reduced caseload size; no lasting
effect was found. The second phase slighdy increased the size of
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the small caseloads and pro,idcd for a longer time in treatment; agaia
there was no evidence of a treatment efh•ct; In the fourth pha~
caseload sizes and time in treatment were again varied, and treatments were simultaneously varied in a sophisticated way accordinc
to personality characteristics of the parolees; once again, significant
results did not appear.
The only phase ~f this experiment for which positive results we~
reported was Phase Three. Here, it was indeed found that a smaller
caseload improved one's chances of parole success. There is, however, an important caveat that attaches to this finding: When my
colleagues anq I divided the whole population of subjects into two
groups-those receiving supervision in the North of the state and
those in the South....:.we found that the "improvement" of the experimentals' success rates was taking place primarily in the No~h. The
North differed from the South in one important aspect: Its agents
practiced a policy of returning both "experimental" and "contror
violators to prison at relatively high rates. And it was the North that
produced the higher success rate among its experimentals. So this
improvement in ·experimentals' performance was taking place-only
when accompanied by a "realistic threat" of severe sanctions. It'is
interesting to compare this situation with that of the Warren studies.
In the ·warren studies, experimental subjects were being revoked at
a relatively low rate. These experimentals "failed" less, but they also
committed more new offenses than their controls. By contrast, in the
Northern region of the SIPU experiment, there was a policy of higlt
rate of return to prison for experimental-;; and here, the special program did seem to produce a real improvement in the behavior of
offenders. What this suggl'Sts is that when intensive supervision does
produce an improvement in offenders' behavior, it does so not througla
the mechanism of "treatment" or "rehabilitation,"·but inste.a d through
a mechanism that our studies have almost totally ignored-the mechanism of deterrence. And a similar mechanism is suggested by Lohman's study ( 196i) of intensive supervision of probationers. In this
study intensive supervision led to higher total violation rates. But one
also notes that intensive supervision combined t,he highest rate of
technical violations with the lowest rate for new offenses.
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The effects of community treatment

In sum, even in the case of treatment programs administered outside penal institutions, we simply cannot say that this trcatment in
itself has an appreciable effect on offender behavior. On the other
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\ hand, there is one cncouragin~ set of findings that emerges from
these studies. For from many-of them tht•re flows the strong suggcs·
tion that even if we can't "tn·at" oflmdcrs so as to make them do
better, a great many of the programs dl·signed to rd1ahilitate them
at. least did not mak<.· them do n·orsc. And if th<.'S<' programs did not
show the ad\·antagcs o~ actually rehabilitating, some of tlwm did
have the advantage of being less onerous to the offender himself
without seeming to pose increased danger to the community. And
some of these programs-especially those involving less restrictive
custody, minimal supervision, and early release-simply cost fcwer
dollars to administer. The inforn1<1tion on the dollar costs of these
programs is just beginning to be den·Joped but the implication is
dear: that if tee can't do more for (and to) offenders, at least tee can
safely do less.
There is, however, one important caveat even to this note of optimism: In order to calculate the tmc costs of these programs, one must
in each case include not only their administrative cost but also the
cost of maintaining in the community an offender population increased in size. This population might well not be committing new
offenses at any greater rate; but the offender population might, under
some of these plans, be larger in absolute numbers. So the total number of offenses committed might rise, and our chances of victimization might therefore rise too. We need to be able to make a judgment
about the size and probable duration of this effect; as of now, we
sin1ply do not know.
· Does aothing work?

7. Do all of these studies lead us. irrevocably to the conclusion
that nothing tcorks, that u;e haven't the faintest clue about how to
rehabilitate offenders and reduce recidivism? And if so, u:hat shall
tee do?
We tried to exclude from our survey those studies which were so
poorly done that they simply could not be interpreted. But despite
our efforts, a pattern has run through much of this discussion-of
studies which "found" effects without making any truly rigorous attempt to exclude competing hypotheses, of extraneous factors permitted to intrude upon the measurements, of recidivism measures
which are not all measuring the same thing, of "follow-up" periods
which vary enormously and rarely extend beyond the period of legal
supervision, of experiments never replicated, of "system effects" not
taken into account, of categories drawn up without any theory to
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guide the enterprise. It is just possible that some of our treatment
programs are worling to some extent, but that our rl'Search is so bad
that it is incapab1eoftclling.
Having entered this very serious caveat, I am bound to say that
these data, involving over two hundred studies and hundreds of
thousands of indi\iduals as they· do, are the best available and give
us very little reason to hope that we have in fact found a sure way
of reducing recidivism through rehabilitation. This is not to say that
we found no instances of success or partial success; it is only to say
that these instances have been isolated, producing no clear pattern
to indicate the efficacy of any particular method of treatment. And
neither is this to say that factors outside the realm of rehabilitation
may not be working to reduce recidtvism.:....factors such as the tendency for recidivism to be lower in offend~rs over the age of 30; it
is only to say that such factors seem to have little connection with
any of the treatment methods now at our disposal.
From this probability, one may draw any of several conclusions.
It may be simply that our programs aren't yet good enough-that
the education we provide to inmates is still poor education, that the ·
therapy we administer is not administered skillfully enough, that our
intensive supervision and counseling do not yet provide enough personal support for the offenders who are subjected to them. If O'ti~
wishes to believe this, then what our correctional system needs is
simply a more full-hearted commitment to the strategy of treatment. ·
It may .be, on the other hand, that there is a more radical Haw in
our present strategies-that education at its best, or that psychotherapy at its best, cannot overcome, or even appreciably reduce, the
powerful tendency for offenders to continue in criminal behavior.
Our present treatment programs are based on a theory of crime as a
"disease'"-tha.t is to say, as something foreign and abnormal in the
individual which c--..n presumably be cured. This theory may well be
Hawed, in that it cwerlooks-indeed, denies-both the normality of
crime in society and the personalnormality of a very largt> proportion
of offenders, criminals who are merely responding to the facts and
ronditions of our society.
This opposing theory of "crime as a social phenomenon" directs our
attention away from a "rehabilitative" strategy, away from the notion
that we may best insure public safety through a series of "treatments"
to be imposed forcibly on convicted offenders. These treahnents have
on occasion become, and have the potential for becoming. so draconian as to offend the moral ord(•r of a democratic society; and the
theory of crime as a social phenonwnon suggests that such treatments
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' may be not only offensivl•.l>ut indl<.•cti\·e as well. This tlwory points.
instead, to dccarccmtion for low-risk offenders-and, presumably.
to keeping high-risk offl'ndcrs in prison$ which are nothing more (and
· aim to be nothing more) than custodial institutions.
But this approach has its own problems. To lx-~in with, therl' is the
moral dit~1ension of crime and punishment. ~lany low-risk offenders
have committed serious crimes (murder, sometimes) and even if one
is reasonably sure they wiJJ never commit another crime, it violates our
sense of justice that they should experience no significant retribution
for •heir actions. A middle-class banker who kills his adulterous wife
in a moment of passion is a "low-risk" criminal; a juvenile delinquent
in the ghetto who commits armed roblx>ry has, statistically; a much
higher probabilty of committing another crime. Are we going to put
the first on probation and sentence the lattt'r to a long-term in prison?
Besides, one cannot ignore the fact that the punishment of offenders
is the major means we have for deterring incipient offenders. We
know almost nothing about the "deterrent effect," largely because
"treatment" theories have so dominated our research, and "deterrence" theories have been relegated to tbe status of a historical curiosity.. Since-we have-almost no idea of the deterrent functions that
our present system performs or that future strategies might be made
to perform, it is possible that there is indeed something that worksthat to some extent is working right now in front of our noses, and
that might be made to work better-something that deters rather than
cures, someth~ng that does not so much reform convicted offenders as
prevent criminal behavior in the first plaee. But whether that is the
·case and, if it is, what strategies will be found to make our deterrence system wprk better than it does now, are questions we will not
be able to anS\ver with data until a new fatnily of studies has been
brought into existence. As we begin to learn the facts, we will be in
a better position than we are now to judge to what degree the prison
has become an anachronism and can be replaced by more effective
means of social control.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 15, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Follow-up

The Criminal Justi
of the American Bar Association
has extended an invitation to the President to submit a short
article setting forth his views on mandatory sentencing for
publication in the November issue of the ABA Criminal Justice
Newsletter.
As you may recall, the ABA ran a short piece on the President's Crime Message two months ago and they would like now
to follow it up with a more detailed series on mandatory
minimum sentencing. They have requested a short article
(about 750 words), preferably signed by the President, to
lead-off the series.
I have discussed this with Ken Lazarus of the Counsel's
Office and we believe that this is a unique opportunity for
the President to drive home his message concerning mandatory
incarceration for violent offenders with the legal community.
The ABA is the nation's most prestigious legal association
and its newsletter is distributed to over 40,000 judges,
lawyers, law schools and the like.
Perhaps you could raise this at a Senior Staff meeting.
the reaction is favorable, Ken and I will begin working on
a first draft.
Please let me know soon, since time is of the essence (we
must give the ABA a final draft by November 3rd) .

cc:

Jim Cavanaugh
Ken Lazarus

,
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AlmA 202·544•2'700

EDWARD J . KIERNAN
PRESIDENT

llV'l'llltNATIO!f.U.

COlD'IIBlll'fOB

OF PoLIOB ABIIOOIA.TIO!I'S

1239
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AVJt., S.E.
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MEMORAI'<DUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

DECISION

WASHI!'IGTOI\'

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

Jim Cannon

SUBJECT:

Crime and Punishment

In your Crime Message, you directed the Attorney General to
review the problem of the lack of uniformity and apparent
fairness in Federal sentencing procedures and to give serious
study to the concept of "flat-time sentencing" in the Federal
law. The Attorney General has carried out your directive and
has submitted a memorandum (attached at Tab A) setting forth
two proposals to reform the Federal criminal justice sentencing
process. This memorandum seeks your review of the Attorney
General's proposals.
BACKGROUND
The sentencing process in the Federal criminal justice system
is based on the concept of the indeterminate sentence. That is,
the sentence to be imposed in a particular case is left almost
entirely to the discretion of the judge, who is free to impose
any sentence from one day's probation to the maximum imprisonment
and fine authorized by law for the offense. Most Federal criminal
statutes provide no criteria to guide a judge in the exercise of
this discretion.
The effect of broad sentencing statutes without criteria is that
judges generally abdicate in the exercise of their discretion.
They sentence with virtually no minimums and no maximums and
effectively transfer the sentencing decisions to the later
deliberations of parole boards. Parole boards also have no
criteria sufficiently specific to guide their decisions and
they frequently delegate responsibility for making decisions
to parole hearing examiners, who also have no standards to guide
their actions.
In contrast to the public image, then, in which thoughtful and
well-educated judges make informed sentencing decisions with
tight reasoning behind them, the reality is that parole board
employees wind up making decisions on how long sentences will be,
with little or no articulated reasoning behind them. Decisions
on similarly situated persons are wildly inconsistent and the
decision-making process is unregulated and invisible to the ..,...-:·1 0·:;
public.
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There is substantial evidence which suggests that the
uncertainty caused by this standardless and invisible
sentencing process contributes heavily to unrest within
prisons and to attitudes of contempt by inmates toward the law
even after their release. Faced with a system which makes
decisions about them that they do not understand, without
explaining to them precisely what behavior is expected of
them and how precisely that behavior will affect the length
of their sentences, they perceive law enforcement as arbitrary
and irrational and long sentences as simply products of bad
luck and of the prejudices of particular parole examiners and
guards.
Moreover, there is a substantial body of research concerning the
deterrent effects of sentencing. The studies conflict as to
whether length of sentence has any deterrent effect on crime,
but they do agree on one point -- the evidence is clear that
certainty that a specified length of punishment will follow
conviction of an offense has a deterrent effect on commission
of that offense.
An increasing number of academic study groups, public commissions,
ex-offender groups, and groups of State correctional administrators have written reports urging the diminution of sentencing
discretion at all stages, from initial sentence to probation
revocation to parole granting and revocation. These reports
uniformly urge the end of indeterminate sentencing, the
articulation of more precise sentencing standards, reviewability
of sentences, and, in some cases, the end of parole. They conclude by urging enactment of either mandatory minimums and
maximums or simple flat-time sentences.
PROPOSALS
To increase the certainty of appropriate punishment and to help
eliminate the sense that punishment in the criminal justice system
is an unfair game of chance, the Attorney General has suggested:
1.

the creation of a Federal Sentencing Commission to
develop guidelines indicating the appropriate
sentence (or range of sentences) to be imposed
upon conviction of certain categories of
individuals of specific crimes; and

2.

the abolition of the Federal parole system.

'
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Since the rationale for, and detail of, these proposals
are discussed at length in the Attorney General's memorandum,
I will not dwell upon them here. Suffice to say, these
proposals recognize that the theories upon which indeterminate sentences are predicated· have been largely discredited
(a more detailed discussion of this point appears at Tab B)
and that the principal objectives of our sentencing policy
ought to be certainty and equity. This is consistent with
your position on mandatory minimum sentences and builds upon
it.
On the negative side, endorsement of these proposals would be
considered by some to be a "radical departure" from conventional
wisdom. Senate Bill No. 1 (the Criminal Justice Reform Act of
1976), for example, would establish a Federal Sentencing
Commission and would provide for appellate review of sentences,
but would not affect the operation of the Federal parole system.
Nevertheless, several States (notably California and Illinois)
are beginning to move in this direction. When this idea was
raised by the Attorney General in a recent speech, it was
favorably received.
RECOMMENDATION
For the reasons outlined above, I recommend that you endorse
these proposals and direct the Attorney General to prepare
draft legislation to implement them.
[Views of Senior Advisers]

DECISION
Proposal #1 -- Creating a Federal Sentencing Commission
Approve

Disapprove

Proposal #2 -- Abolishing the Federal Parole System
Approve

Disapprove

'

.

'.

Sentencing indeterminacy is predicated on two assumptions
that different people who have committed the same offense
require different periods of restraint before they become
no longer dangerous to society and that different people
who have committed the same offense require different
periods of restraint in order to be "rehabilitated."
Based on these assumptions, the traditional conclusion has
been that it is justified for dissimilar sentences to be
given to those who have committed the same offense.
There are two critical problems with those assumptions,
however. First, while it may be true that different people
need to be detained for different periods before they are
no longer dangerous, we do not have the knowledge to calculate
sentence lengths based on dangerousness. All of the studies
on dangerousness conclude that we simply do not know how to
perdict it and that a judge's or a prison guard's intuition
about an offender is more likely to be incorrect than it is
to be correct.
It turns out, moreover, that time served in prison bears at
best no relationship to how the offender will behave on
release (most of the evidence, in fact, shows that, all other
factors held constant, the offender who is in prison longer
will commit more crime later). Time served on parole and on
probation also has an inverse relationship to crime committed
after release.
The second problem with the assumptions behind indeterminacy
is that we do not know how to rehabilitate. Perhaps we could
justify keeping one assaulter in prison for a year and another
for five years if we could show that keeping the latter in for
five years would result in his not committing another assault.
The best we can show, however, is that any service which we
provide him in prison -- whether it be individual therapy or
counseling, group counseling, remedial education, vocational
training, or virtually any other service -- has no effect on
him. The evidence supports the conclusion, in fact, that
there is an inverse relationship between the amount of services
provided to an offender and his propensity to recidivate.

'

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FEBRUARY 14, 1976

OFFICE OF THE vlliiTE HOU~E PRESS SECRETARY
(Miami 2 Florida)
THE WHITE HOUSE
REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT
AT THE
FEDERAL BAR ASSOCIAXION DINNER
EVERGLADES HOTEL
9:30 P.M. EST
Thank you very much, Bob, ttaurice, my good friend,
Louis Frey, members of the Judiciary, distinguished guests,
ladies and gentlemen:
As I had the privilege and honor of going through
the reception, a number of very kindlyremarks were made
concerning the fact that I had apparently picked up some
Florida sunshine. I am delighted that that happened.

. !

It is wonderful to be here in Florida and, of course,
the sunshine was great and the receptions were exceptional.
But let me just say it is a great privilege and pleasure to
be here on this occasion with this very distinguished
group, and I thank you for the invitation.
It is a great honor and privilege to address the
fellow members of the Federal Bar Association, the leading
professional organization representing attorneys, civilian
as well as military, in Federal service and formerly employed
by the United States Government. The Federal lawyer
serving in every department or agency of our Government has
never had more important responsibilities than today in our
rapidly -- very rapidly -- changing society. And this is
especially true in law enforcement.
In South Florida, you have done an outstanding job to
provide speedy justice and mobilize State and local cooperation.
Indeed -- and I am delighted to hear it -- I understand that
some of the Federal courts in your district remain in
session as late as 11:00 P.H. to speed trials and to
prevent backlogs. I congratulate you.
I wish the same example would be followed nationwide. If I can trespass on another branch of the Federal
Government (Laughter) -- I specifically, in addition, commend
the coordination of the Federal,city and local law enforcement
officers in the investigations of the bombings of the Miami
International Airport, the local FBI office, and other target
areas in the Hiami area.
MORE
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I congratulate you for this fine and I think
exceptional effort.
Frankly, I have had it with terrorism of the kind
that recently killed so many innocent people at LaGuardia
Airport in New York City and has plagued the South Floridaarea.
The FBI has reported that bombings in the United States in
1975 killed 69 people.
The time has come for society to act in its own selfI favor the use of the death penalty in the Federal
criminal system in accordance with proper Constitutional
•
standards. The death penalty in appropriate instances should
be imposed upon the conviction of sabotage, murder, espionage
and treason. Of course, the maximum penalty should not be
applied if there is durress or impaired mental capacity
or similar extenuating circumstances. But in murders
involving substantial danger to the national security, or when
the defendant is a coldblooded hired killer, the use of capital
punishment is fully justified.
We realize today that passivity and permissiveness
invite crime and that the certainty of punishment prevents
crime,and I mean positive,swift and just punishment.
But the criminal justice system need not be vindictive to
be effective.
As President, I will give no comfort to those who
make false allegations of police brutality but excuse the
real brutality that exists in America today, the brutality
ood~ums in the streets of our cities throughout America.

'

I have no patience with those who would portray the
violent criminal as the helpless victim of society when such
offenders are actually anti-social criminals.

MORE
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Millions of our citizens, including the elderly
and poor, lock themselves up _in their homes, fearing
violence. I would instead lock up the criminals who make
them afraid.
A legal system that is exploited by the criminal
but ignores his victim is sadly out of balance. I ask
your help and that of all Americans in restoring that balanc~,
I applaud the Federal, State and local citizen coalition
against crime that is emerging in Florida. The 10,000
volunteers now active in the citizen's crime watch of the
Dade County Public Safety Department deserve particular
commendation, and I am glad with the many others who have
passed that on to those public spirited citizens.
As of now, xhese crime watchers have provided
information leading to significantarrests, including the
eeizure, as I understand it, of some 23 tons of illegal
drugs.
The responsibility of local officials in dealing
with the alarming increase in violent crime is primarily
under our Constitution. Yet, crime is so pervasive that it
can be prought under control only by the concerted efforts
of all levels of Soverament -- Federal.·State and local,
by the closest possible cooperation among the Executive,
Legislative and Judicial Branches and by nonpartisan political
unity against a common enemy.
The primary duty of Government is to protect the
law-abiding citizen in the peaceful pursuit of liberty
and happiness. The Preamble to our Constitution puts the
obligation to insure domestic tranquility in the same
category as providing for the common defense.

'

We recall in this Bicentennial yea~ that our
Founding Fathers adhered to the dictum of John Locke:
"Where there is no law, there is no freedom." The overwhelming majority of Americans are law-abiding citizens.
It E a small, hard core of law-breakers who commit a very
large proportion of all crimes.
A recent study in one major metropolitan area
recently showed that within one single year more than 200
burglaries, 60 rapes and 14 murders were commit~~d by only
ten individuals. Most serious crimes are committed by repeaters.
Such criminals duly tried and convicted must be removed
from our society for a definite period of time.

MORE
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A law-abidinz majority also has its rights and,
as Chief Executive, I intend to see that those rights are
~iven full weight on the scales of justice in America.
With very fev-1 exceptions, I strongly advocate
mandatory minimum :sentences for individuals who committed
crimes or offenses involving the use of a dangerous
wea_l?on or v:ho conuni t such grave offenses as aircraft
hijacking, kidnapping and dealing in hard drugs,and~for
repeated,offenders who commit Federal crimes that harm
or endanger others.
Too many violent and habitual criminals are convicted but never spend a single day in prison. The lack
of certainty tempts the muvger and, yes, even the murderer.
We must shorten their odds if "t-Ie are to deter lawbreakers.
The v.1ay to reduce criminal use of handguns is
not to disarm la\•1-abiding citizens. The Nay to reduce
criminal use of handguns is to impose mandatory sentences
for gun crimes, to make it harder to obtain Saturday night
specials and to concentrate 00 gun control in hip;h crime
areas.
Last July, I recommended to the Congress a bill
to achieve these objectives, and I urge and strongly
advocate action by the Congress to act immediately and
r.vithout harrassin8' the lar,rful r:un owner.
The vast majority of victims of violent crime
in Florida and throughout the United States are the poor,
the old, the children, the most defenseless of our fellow
citizens.
people fear for their physical safety, they
are rightfully afraid to use our streets. They lose
their inherent freedom to come and go as they please, a
right that I think is very important to all of us.
~fnen
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Even the young and strong are endangered by criminals
ready to maim and to kill, but older people are especially
vulnerable. A mugger, by just snatching a purse or a wallet,
may actually do terrible injury to an elderly person.
I think we owe protection to everyone, but most
of all we owe protection to those least able to cope with
violence. Let us pay special attention to guarding areas
where our elderly people are concentrated. Let us help them
feel safe as they sit in the sun in this beautiful State
or take an evening walk in this beautiful area. Let us
lift the oppressive fear from their hearts.
While prisons exist to protect society from the
criminal, those convicted are on the main line back to crime
if they are freed because of inadequate detention facilities.
This is also true if inmates are confined in notoriously
bad or over-crowded facilities that breed even more crime.
Unbelievably, America still has the s.ame prison
capacity as in 1960, although crime has doubled and our
population has burgeoned.
The need for more prisons is
obvious and very, very urgent,and I included it in the budget
for the next fiscal year -- four new Federal prisons that
are badly needed to meet this problem at the Federal level.
Here in the Miami area the Federal Government
will next month open a new Federal Youth Center. All of you
know it will have a detention facility capable of handling
some 250 -- including youths and pre-trial adult offenders.
I think this is a step forward.

,

My concern is for the total fabric of American
society with our constitutional guarantee of due process.
The time is long, long overdue to give the innocent victim
every bit of protection and consideration now accorded to the
criminal.
Why are so many serious and violent crimes never
reported to the police? The criminal victimization survey
conducted by the Bureau of Census for the Law Enforcment
Assistance Administration, better known as LEAA, disclosed
that in 13 major cities, including Miami, only about one-third
of rapes, robberies, aggravated assaults and burglaries are
reported to the police. Miami has a higher rate of
reporting than most of the cities that were surveyed.
Even here the figures show that four out of ten
rape cases are not reported. In the case of robbery accompanied
by·serious assault resulting in injury, three out of every ten
victims do not report the crime to the police.
Crime figures, unfortunately, do not tell the full
and the very terrible story. The fact that so many victims are
reluctant to report serious crimes indicates a breakdown
in the traditional relationship between the citizen and the
police.
..·
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vle must protect the victims of crime as well as
the witnesses to crime.
vle must help them and we must treat
them with great respect. That is essential.

As all of you know, in the law enforcement process
all law-abiding people must unite in ·the struggle to regain
the freedom of our streets and the safety of our homes. tfuen
a criminal is arrested, the police are required to immediately
read to that individual his rights under the Constitution.
Why not tell the victim of his rights, too, just as cle.arly
and just as promptly?
This has been advanced by the National District
Attorneys Association and a victim's rights card is now
used in 18 States. The investigating officer informs the
victim, "You have the right, as a victim of crime, the
following: 'To be free from intimidation; to be told about
available compensation for court appearances; to be told about
social service agencies which can help you; and to be
assisted by your criminal justice agencies."'
I think this is a step forward and I hope that more
than 18 States will do exactly the same. Let us encourage
witnesses by giving them the support that they need.
I have asked the Department of Justice to develop new programs
to protect and to assist all witnesses in Federal criminal
proceedings. No community should tolerate the abuse of
victims.
This has happened far too frequently in rape cases
where the victim is needlessly subjected to additional
humiliation.

,
MORE
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The violent crime that plagues Americans is
essentially within the realm of State and local Government.
But, the Federal Government will assert its maximum role
under the Constitution to fight crime within its jurisdiction. The increasing abuse of hard drugs contributes to
the soaring crime rate.
In this case, our Federal responsibility is very,
very clear. I have directed all Federal law enforcement
agencies -- in particular, the Drug Enforcement Administration-to intensify the drive against major narcotic traffickers.
I am seeking legislation and cooperation with
the Congress for mandatory prison sentences for convicted
traffickers in hard drugs. These merchants of death deserve
nothing less.
Because the drug problem also involves other
nations, I have had an opportunity in the last year and one
half to consult vd th leaders of Mexico, Columbia and
Turkey to urge stronger action by them in cooperation with
us to control the production and the shipment of hard drugs.
I have also recommended to the Congress to increase
Federal funds to get drug addicts into treatment and out
of crime. Your own program right here in Miami, known as
the Treatment Alternative to Street Crime, funded by LEAA,
I think is an excellent example of this concept at work.
.
Programs that I have outlined here tonignt are
part of a Federal effort to combat crime. As long as crime
is a national or nationwide problem, the Administration is
determined to provide leadership and assistance in fighting
it within our jurisdiction.

'

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is
vital in the comprehensive national effort. Since 1969,
the LEAA has given more than $153 million in Federal funds
to the State of Florida to fight crime.
I have asked that Congress extend the existing
law. I repeat those requests today and call upon Congress
to act rapidly so there is no indecision as to our total
effort by the Executive, the Legislative and the Judicial
Branch to move forward.
I continue to urge the Congress to enact legislation to compensate victims of Federal crimes who suffer
personal injuries. This is somewhat controversial, but I
have been convinced, after looking at all of the evidence,
that it is a step forward, and I hope that the Congress Hill
respond.
MORE
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The money would come from a fund consisting of
fines paid by convicted Federal offenders promoting the
concept of restitution under criminal law.
I hope and trust thatthe Congress will follow
what has happened and what has proven to be, in my judgment,
sound in a number of our States. As I have said, some 17
States in the country have already tried it, and it is
working.
I would hope that .the Federal Government's
action would promote some 33 other States to do the same.
While money and technical assistance have
limitations, they can help our overburdened judges, prosecutors and public defenders. If the blockage in the court
system is broken, cases will flow more swiftly through
the courts.
We will come closer to our ideal of justice, and
this will bring new order to our social system. I believe
in America, as all of you do, and I am convinced that a
united America is once more going to have safe streets,
secure homes, and the dignity and the freedom from fear
which is the . birthright of every American.
To secure this end, I have proposed what I think
is a sound program to the Congress. Today, with your help,
I call upon action, and I would appreciate the chance to
meet with so many of you, as I have tonight, who follow
the profession of the:~law, who know the problems and who
know from practical experience what can and what ought to
be done in the process of defeating crime.
Our concern should be for the victim of crime.
Our concern should be for domestic tranquility. Yes, we
understand the problems of the law violator, but here in
Florida you can take the lead, as you have in many cases,
to be on the side of the victim and for domestic tranquility.
I hope and trust that we on a national level can
take the same strong stand, which is essential for the
benefit of all law-abiding citizens in our country. And,
as I close, I pledge to you and to all the people of Florida
my unrelenting efforts to reduce crime here, as well as
elsewhere, in full cooperation, in consultation with experts
such as you, as we try to meet head on this very serious
problem.
Thank you.

Good night.
END

(AT 9:58 P.M.

EST)
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